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Rachel Porter
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PINS Standard Action Request Entry form

Please enter your data for each standard into the fields below. Fields marked with an asterisk * are required. Once you have completed entering the data for the standard and you are ready to submit to ANSI, hit the Submit to ANSI button.

INCITS 564-201x
Designation of Proposed Standard*

Information technology - Remote Direct Memory Access over Fibre Channel (FC-RDMA)
Title of Standard*

Create new ANS
Project Intent*

N/A
Supersedes or Affects

There is no current RDMA semantics over Fibre Channel standard to address emerging technologies such as Persistent Memory
Project Need*

ICT Industry
Identify Stakeholders*

N/A
Identify ISO or IEC standard to be adopted

☐ Yes ☐ No
Includes text from ISO or IEC standard?*
This project recommends the development of a standard for RDMA over Fibre Channel. Included within this scope are a) Additions as needed for development of FC_RDMA; and b) Any other item as deemed necessary during the development.

Scope Summary*

Notes

Request an Announcement in Standards Action to Solicit New Consensus Body Members
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